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We consider the problem of steering a point in Rn to an afTme target set with 
the autonomous control system JE = Ax + Bu. First the case of unbounded 
control is studied, with special attention given to targets which are cores of 
subspaces. For the case of compact control magnitude restraints we derive 
geometric properties of subspace cores and apply these to the controllability 
problem. Connections with stability theory are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the linear autonomous control system given by 
Ji = Ax + Bu; t 2 0, (1.1) 
where A and B are (n x n) and (n x m) real constant matrices, respectively. The 
set of admissible controls U consists of mappings u: [0, co) + R” which are 
measurable and locally essentially bounded. Given a nonempty target set r C R” 
and a time t 3 0, we denote by X,(r) the set of all initial states x,, E R” such 
that there exists u E U for which the solution of (1.1) satisfying x(0) = x0 also 
satisfies x(t) E l? If x0 E X,(r) then we say x,, is controllable to r in time t. If 
x0 E &,,, X,(r) then x0 is said to be controllable to l-‘, and if x,, E &,, X,(r) then 
we say x0 is strongly controllable to r. 
For the case r = 0 (origin target) it is well known that fit,,, X,(O) = 
b. -G(O) = {A I Bl, where 
{A / B} = %‘(B, AB, A2B ,..., An-%), 
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9 denoting range. One phenomenon occurring when r is a subspace, not 
encountered when r = 0, is that the strongly controllable and controllable 
sets may not agree, and in fact, the latter set may not even be a subspace. 
Consider the following. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. 
‘4:: (; H &). B= f), r=-.9((i)). 
It can readily be checked that 
n x,(r) = w ’ i , 
00 ii)) 1 
while 
u xm = {O) u { x: x1 > x.2 > oj u {x: X] < xp < O}. 
t>o 
Let r be a subspace of R” and let P be a projection along r onto some direct 
sum complement of I’. Define z =:z Px. Should PAP = PA (which is equivalent 
to I’ being A-invariant) then we have 
f = PAZ + PBu. (1.2) 
Hence, in this special case, problems of controllability to r in system (1 .l) may 
be dealt with via known results for target 0 in system (1.2). Our methods in this 
paper are quite different. We do not employ coordinate transformations but 
rather obtain characterizations depending directly on the problem data {r, A, B}. 
Two sections follow. In Section 2 we derive a characterization of the set of 
strongly controllable states for a general affine target. Special attention is given 
to targets which arc subspace cores; in particular, we will prove that for this 
case the controllable and strongly controllable sets coincide. In Section 3 the 
results of Section 2 are applied to the case of control magnitude restraints. In 
both sections connections with the stabilizability problem will be pointed out. 
We will assume some familiarity with classical results for r = 0 (see, e.g., [1]) 
as well as with elementary facts of convex analysis (our general reference being 
PI). 
2. CONTROLLABILITY TO AFFIIW TARG~S WITH UNBOUNDED CONTROL 
Consider the general affine target given by 
r=p+Y, (2.1) 
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where p E Rn and 9’ C Rn is a subspace. We shall require the following nota- 
tion: given a subspace AC Rn, denote by AA the largest subspace of A@’ 
which is A-invariant. If A = M(M) (M denoting nullspace) then the Cayley- 
Hamilton theorem implies 
n-1 
AA = n J+‘-(MAL). 
k=O 
(2.2) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let r be given by (2.1). Then the set of initial states strongly 
controllable to target I’ in system (1.1) is characterized as follows: 
n Xt(r)=(r+{AIB})n(x:Ax~~++AIB)IA. (2.3) 
t>o 
Proof. x E X,(r) for t > 0 iff there exists u E U such that 
s t eAtx + eAt e-AsBu(s) ds E F. 0 
Since uUpu eAt $ eASBu(s) ds = (A 1 B}, (2.4) is equivalent to 
(2.4) 
eAtx E I’ + {A 1 B}, (2.5) 
and therefore 
; xt(r) = 0 e-At(r + {A I W). 
t>o 
(2.6) 
Let H be a matrix such that N(H) = 9’ + {A 1 B}. Then r + {A 1 B} = 
{z: H(z - p) = O}. Hence we obtain 
n X,(r) = (x: H(eAtx - p) = 0 Vt > O}. 
t>o 
(2.7) 
The continuity of eAt at t = 0 and closedness of M(H) yield 
g X,(r) = (x: H(eAtx - p) = 0 Vt 3 O}. P-8) 
By repeated differentiation at t = 0 and the Caley-Hamilton theorem we obtain 
x E n x,(r) iff O=H(x-pp)=HA~=HA~x=...=Hanx. (2.9) 
t>o 
Hence fit,, X,(r) = (r + {A 1 B}) n [&,N(HAk)], which, because of (2.2), 
is equivalent to (2.3). 1 
Remarks 2.2. (i) It is obvious that for general affine targets r we may have 
X,(r) = 4 Vt > 0, easy examples existing for p # 0, 9 = 0. For p = 0, 
however, we have nonemptiness Vt > 0, for then (A j B} C fit,, X,(Y). 
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(ii) The proof of Th eorem 2.1 shows that if I’ is a general afhne target 
then for any t, > 0 we have 
n x,(r) = n w). (2.10) tsco,t,] t>o 
(iii) Let I’ be given by (2.1) and suppose that p $ Y + {A 1 B}. Then 
nt,, X,(P) # $ implies A is singular. This is seen as follows: let x be strongly 
controllable and let H be as in Theorem 2.1. Then HA”x = xiii akHAkx, 
where a0 , a, ,..., a,-, are the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of A. 
In view of (2.9), 0 = u,Hx = u,Hp. By assumption, Hp # 0. Hence a0 = 0 
which is equivalent to the singularity of A. 
Theorem 2.1 yields the following corollary, the proof of which we leave to the 
reader. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let p E R” and let 9 C Rn be a subspuce. Then 
n xtw? = (9 + iA I m4 - 
t>o 
(2.11) 
~X,(P)=P+{AIW $7 APE(AIW 
= 4 otherwise. 
(2.12) 
Given a set Q C Rn, we denote by core(Q) the set of all x0 E Q for which there 
exists u E U such that the associated solution of (1.1) satisfying x(0) = x0 also 
satisfies x(t) E Q Vt > 0. General properties of cores may be found in [l]. Cores 
are of interest from the controllability point of view because the capability of 
“hitting Q and then holding in Q” is the same as that of “hitting core (Q).” 
We will restrict our attention to subspace cores. One motivation for doing so 
stems from engineering problems wherein one may be interested in the “output” 
quantity y = Sx for some matrix S. The capability of achieving a state transfer 
so as to drive y to 0 and then hold at 0 is clearly equivalent to that of driving x 
to core(.N(S)). 
Employing the terminology of [3], we say that a subspace A C Rn is (A, B)- 
invariant if A&’ CA + W(B). We shall require the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let Y C Rn be a linear subspuce. Then core(Y) is the maximal 
(A, Q-invariant subspuce of 9’. 
Proof. That core(Y) is nonempty and a subspace of Y follows readily 
from the definitions. Suppose there exists x0 E core(Y) such that Ax, E 
core(Y) + L%(B). Since core(core(Y)) = core(Y) (see [l]) there is a solution of 
(1.1) emanating from x0 such that x(t) E core(Y) Vt 2 0. 
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Let F denote the set of times where f exists; this set is dense in [0, CO) since 
x(t) is absolutely continuous. For each tl~ p we have n(f) E core(Y) (by con- 
sidering lim,J(x(t) - x(f))/(t - f))) and a(t’) E Ax(f) + W(B). But for t’ suffi- 
ciently small we have Ax(f) 4 core(Y) + 9(B), a contradiction. Hence core(Y) 
is (A, B)-invaviunt. To prove the statement regarding maximality, recall [3] 
that (A, @-invariance of a subspace .M = 9’ is equivalent to the existence of a 
matrix C such that (A + BC) J% C J&‘. If x0 is an initial point in such an J 
then application of the feedback law u = Cx holds the associated solution of 
(1 .l) in JJY. But this implies x,, E core(Y). 1 
Subspace core targets are generalizations of the origin target in the sense that 
the strongly controllable and controllable sets coincide. While the proof is 
elementary, this statement is somewhat nonintuitive in the sense that it relates 
properties of these sets to seemingly unrelated “internal” properties of the 
target. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let Y C Rn be a linear subspace. Then 
G XdcorWN = core(Y) + {A ] B) = (I X,(core(Y)). (2.13) 
t>o 
Proof. By (2.1 l), the first equality in (2.13) follows if core(Y) + {A 1 B} is 
invariant under A, or equivalently, A core(Y) C core(Y) + {A 1 B). Now note 
that W(B) C {A 1 B} and apply the (A, B)- invariance of core(Y). To prove the 
second equality it suffices to prove (Jt>o X,(core(9) + {A 1 B}) C core(Y) + 
{A 1 B}. Let x0 E Xr(core(Y) + {A 1 B}) for some f > 0. Then x0 E 
eeAi(core(Y) + {A 1 B}). Since core(Y) + {A 1 B} is invariant under A we 
conclude that x0 E core(Y) + {A ] B}. 1 
Remark 2.6. The quantity core(Y) + {A 1 B) appeared, in a different role, 
in [4], where the following problem was dealt with: let V C Rn be an (A, B)- 
invariant subspace. Determine conditions for stabilizability; i.e., for the existence 
of a matrix F such that employment of the feedback law u = Fx results in 
(i) x(0) E V implies x(t) E V Vt > 0 and (ii) x(O) $ V implies x(t) -+ V as 
t -+ co. Upon factoring the minimum polynomial of A as al(h) = a+(X) a-(X) 
where a+(ti-) has all its zeros in the closed right (open left) half-plane, it was 
shown in [4] that there exists such an F iff the “unstable modes” satisfy 
{x: or+(A) x = 0) C V + {A 1 B}. (This generalized earlier results for V = 0.) 
In view of Lemma 2.4, core(Y) is the maximal subspace of 9 for which the 
result of [4] applies. Hence, in view of Theorem 2.5, just as is the case for the 
origin target, if Y is the target then one has stabilizability to the target z$ the 
unstable modes are strongly controllable to the core. 
As is shown in the next example, an initial state may be strongly controllable 
to a subspace but not to its core. 
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EXAMPLE 2.7. 
*=t d F), B=(k), Y=Bf)). 
Here core(Y) = 0, {A 1 B} is two-dimensional and (9 + (A 1 B})A = R3. 
3. THE CASE OF CONTROL MAGNITUDE RESTRAINTS 
Denote by Uo those members of U valued in the set 52 C R”. Given a set 
Q C R”, we denote by coreo(Q) the set of all initial states x,, E Q for ‘which there 
exists u E Uo such that the associated solution of (1 .l) satisfies x(t) E Q Vt > 0. 
The controllable set to Q in time t using controls in Uo is denoted X,“(Q). 
Last, we denote the attainable set [l] from x0 in time t using Q-restricted 
controls by P(t, x0). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let !S be compact and let Y C Rn be a subspace. Then 
(9 fLo Xt(y) = core”(Y), 
(ii) Lb Xt” (core”(Y)) contains an open set onZy ;f core(Y) + {A 1 B} = 
R*. 
Proof. x0 E (J,, X,(Y) iff F*(t, x0) n Y f + Vt > 0. Owing to a result of 
Barbashin [5] (see also [6]) which exploits the compactness of Sz and the closed- 
ness of 9, x0 E core*(Y) iff P(t, x0) n 9’ # 4 Mt > 0, proving (i). To prove 
(ii) first note that Xtsa (corea( C X,(core(Y)). Now apply Theorem 2.5. 1 
Remark 3.2. Statement (i) in the above proposition is not true in general if 
J2 = Rn. In fact, one may have core(Y) & &,, Xt(9’). This is the case, e.g., in 
Example 1.1. 
For Q CR” we denote by &e(Q) the set of initial states x,, EQ which there 
exists u E U bounded on [0, co) such that the associated solution of (1 .l) satisfies 
x(t) E Q Vt > 0. If Y is a subspace then clearly so is coNTe(9’). Furthermore, by 
arguments identical to those of the previous section we may show that coNTe(9) 
is (A, B)-invariant and (It>o X,(&e(Y)) = &,. X,(c%e(Y)) = cZe(9’) + 
{A 1 B}. Observe that while couTe(9’) C core(Y), the inclusion may be proper as 
is seen in the following. 
EXAMPLE 3.3 
A = (; 8, > B = (4 , 9 = 2 (8) . 
Here &e(Y) = 0 and core(Y) = 9’. 
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For a set Q C Rn and a subspace S C R* we denote by int(Q) the interior of Q 
and by rel$t(Q) the interior of Q relative to 9. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let Q be a bounded set with 0 E int(Q) and let Y C RR” be a 
subspace. Then 
(i) span{core”(Y)} = cGe(Y), 
(ii) 0 E relint(coreo(Y)). 
co;e(sq 
Proof. Let x0 E G’re(Y). Since 0 E int(a) there exists LY. > 0 and a bounded 
u E U such that the solution of (1.1) associated with x(0) = orx, and control 
au E Uo satisfies x(t) E Y Vt > 0. Then cq, E &e(9) and so cGe(9’) is con- 
tained in the conic hull of core”(Y) and hence in span{coreo(Y)}. The reverse 
containment in (i) follows immediately from the fact that c&e(Y) is a subspace. 
(ii) follows from the fact that if the conic hull of a set is a subspace then this set 
necessarily contains the origin in its relative interior with respect to this sub- 
space. 1 
An application of Lemma 3.4 is given in the following result which appeared 
in [7]. The proof in [7] uses Laplace transform methods, while the proof below 
employs system decomposition similarly to [l, p. 1221. 
THEOREM 3.5 (Hajek). Assume m = 1 and let 52 be a bounded set with 
0 E int(JI). Let Y be a subspace of Rn such that (A 1 B} $ &e(Y), and let 
x0 E core”(Y). Then there is only one control u E UQ which holds the trajectory 
emanating from x,, in Y, and this control is necessarily an exponential polynomial. 
Proof. Choose coordinates 
such that cGe(Y) is exactly {f: ?r = 0). Write (1.1) as follows: 
We claim & # 0. Suppose B, = 0. Then at all points of core”(Y) we have 
JI.& = 0. By Lemma 3.4(ii) we conclude AIs = 0. But then {A 1 B} C &e(Y), 
a contradiction. Along any solution of (m) which holds in corea we have 
0 = A& + B,u, (3.1) 
k, = &.i=~ f B,u. (3.2) 
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Suppose the Kth component of B, is nonzero. Then (3.1) and (3.2) imply 
k, = (AZ, - B,(B,“)-l Af2) iv2 , (3.3) 
where the superscript k denotes the kth row. Thus %a is an exponential poly- 
nomial, and by (3.1), so is u. Uniqueness of u follows from the fact that the 
given solution x determined u through (3.1). 1 
We say a vector is an asymptotic direction of a convex set if the half-line 
emanating from some point in this direction is entirely contained in the set. We 
will require the following two facts. The first is due to Hajek [7], while the 
second follows from [2, Theorem 9.11. 
Let Y be a linear subspace of R”. If D is compact, convex and 
0 E G, then the set of asymptotic directions of (the closed 
convex set) core”(Y) is YA . 
(3.4) 
If the set of asymptotic directions of a closed convex set 
Q C Rn is a subspace 2 then Q = K + 2 for some compact 
convex set K. 
(3.5) 
THEOREM 3.6. Let Q C R” be compact, convex and let 9’ be a linear subspace 
of R”. Fix f > 0. Then Xfo(coreo(Y)) is closed, convex, and contains core”(Y). 
If in addition 0 E int(a), then 
and 
relint (XtYcore(~>>> Z d 
c&(Y)+{A Ipi} 
% c cor$jy,,A ,Bf WYcoreYYN. (3.6) 
Proof. Closedness follows from the fact that core”(Y) is closed [l, p. 1211 
and a standard weak convergence argument, while convexity and containment of 
coreo(Y’) in Xr*(core”(Y)) follow readily from the definitions. From [l, p. 841, 
0 E int(s2) implies the existence of a set Q C X,“(O) n (A ] B} with 0 in its 
interior relative to {A / B}. Clearly the convex hull of Q u core”(S) is contained 
in Xr(coreo(S)). Furthermore, this hull has nonempty interior relative to 
c&e(Y) + {A 1 B} containing 9, , which follows upon application of (3.4), 
(3.5), Theorem 2.5, and Lemma 3.4. i 
It is always true that 9’ C core”(Y). In the special case where the contain- 
ment is an equality we have the following. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let Q C Rm be compact, convex and assume 0 E int(Q). Let Y 
be a linear subspace of Rn such that 9’ = core”(Y). Then Ut,, Xt”(.P”) is open 
relative to YA + {A 1 B}. 
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Proof. Fix tl > 0 and let Q be as in the proof of Theorem 3.6. The convex 
hull of Q u YA is in Xf”(YA) and contains Y” in its interior relative to 
YA + {A 1 B}. Now let x,, be any point in Ut>a Xto(YA), and let u0 be a control 
function such that the associated solution of (1 .l) originating at x,, satisfies 
x(t,) E YA where to > 0. In view of Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 2.5, 
Ut>o XtY%) C % + {A I Bl. Also, note that for any initial point in 
yk + (A 1 B} and any control function, the associated solution of (1.1) remains in 
Sp, + {A / B). Thus, under control u,, , all points in an open neighborhood of 
x,, steer to a relatively open neighborhood of Y’ contained in Xfn(YJ and are 
therefore in Xt+t(YA), which completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let the assumptions of the previous corollary hold. Then the 
minimal time function for target core”(S) is continuous on Ya + {A 1 B). 
Proof. This f 11 o ows from Theorem 3.6, Corollary 3.7, and the proof of 
Theorem 1 in [8]. (We therefore omit further details.) a 
We will conclude the paper by remarking on sufficient conditions for “global” 
controllability properties under control magnitude restraints in which results 
from stability theory are brought to bear. 
Remarks 3.9. (i) Factor the minimal polynomial of A as or(h) = 
a+(/\) go(h) a-(h) where the zeros of a+(h) lie in the open right half complex plane, 
those of a”(/\) are pure imaginary, and those of a-(h) all lie in the open left half 
complex plane. (Note that the notation here is slightly different from that in 
Remark 2.6 above.) Because of results in [9, Chap. 71, we know that RR” is the 
direct sum of the null-spaces of a+(A), olO(A) and a-(A) and each of these null- 
spaces is invariant under A. Furthermore, if x0 E M(or-(A)) then e%,, + 0 as 
t -+ co. We therefore have the following fact. Let D C Rm be compact and convex 
with 0 E int(Q) and let 9’ be a linear subspace of R* such that 9’ 3 N(,+(A)) + 
Jl/(olO(A)). Then Ut>o XtQ(cGep(Y)) = core(Y) + {A 1 B}. 
Proof. In view of the paragraph preceding Example 3.3 we need only prove 
cGe(Y) + {A / B} C (Jt>o X,“(core”(Y)). Let x E &e(Y) + {A 1 B} and write 
x0 = xol x xo2, where xol E &‘(cr+(A)) + M(olO(A)) and a-(A) xo2 = 0. Since 
the null-spaces are invariant, by hypothesis xol E YA . Thus, upon applying 
control u = 0 we find that the solution with initial condition x(0) = x0 satisfies 
x(t) + Y” , and since &e(Y) + (A I B} is invariant under A, x(t) E core(Y) + 
(A 1 B} for all t > 0. Now apply (3.6). B 
(ii) Again suppose 0 E int(sZ), a compact and convex. Then if 
{A j B} C .M(aO(A)) + N(a-(A)) we have &o Xtn(0) = {A I B} (see [lo, 
Theorem 17.61). This in turn implies 
span u X,(core”(Y)) 
! 
= cGe(Y) + {A I B}. 
t>o 
(3.7) 
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Proof. First note that since 
u xtw = 64 I WY 
t>o 
we have 
l’;‘o XtYcore(Y>> 3 corea U {A / B}. 
The previous inclusion implies 
g Xt”(core(YN 1 car@(Y) + IA I % 
where the bar denotes closure. Since the span of the closure of a set equals its 
span, Theorem 3.3 implies that the left side of (3.7) contains the right. The 
reverse inclusion follows from the analog of Theorem 2.5 for &e(Y). m 
(iii) In case .Y = 0 and (A 1 B} = Rn, then Ut>o X,O(O) is open. For a 
general linear subspace target, however, the situation is different. Consider the 
following case. 
A=t 8 g, iv=@, Y={x:x,=o), Q=[-l,l]. 
Here ut,o X,*(core”(Y)) = { x: x2 E [- 1, l]}. Note also that this case can be 
used to illustrate the sufficient condition given in (ii) above. 
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